
What Should I Post?
"YOU SHOULD BE POSTING AND ENGAGING MORE." 

Choose one more more of these post types. 

Create 12 posts in the same theme.  

Publish a new post each week, ideally the same day and time each week.

After six weeks, measure your results - Is this weekly feature getting more or less

engagement than other things you post? 

Test a different post type for six weeks, and measure it against the first.  (Keep

publishing new posts of the first type!) 

Drop the lowest performing type, and try a third.  Or, if both are performing well and

you have the time keep them both and create a third type to test against!

You earn a prospect's or client's trust by interacting with them. Ideally, you interact with

them frequently and regularly. You become "their expert" on your topic. 

The problem is, you may see prospects and clients a couple of times a year - even less

than that THIS year.  So how do you stay top-of-mind with people you see a lot less of?  

We advise frequent phone calls, Zoom calls and webinars.  And social media

engagement. What exactly does that mean?  

How do you get your clients and prospects to WANT to engage with you on social

media?    

There is only one way we know of- and that is to make your content valuable!

THE PLAN

Bonus! You also have great content to post in emails and newsletters!  



Five Types of Social Posts!

Process  - what can customers expect

when they work with you? 

Timeline - What has changed in the

history of your company, industry or

specialty?

Statistics - What amazing factoids can

you share about your specialty or

industry? 

THE INFOGRAPHIC BEHIND THE SCENES

TIP OF THE WEEK QUOTE Q & A

Process  - what happens to people's

airplanes or parts after they arrive at

your location?  

People - What does a day of work

involve for you or one of your skilled

experts? (Share moments.) 

Statistics - What amazing factoids can

you share about your specialty or

industry? 

Insider Tips -  about how a

client can get the most out

of your product or service. 

Common Mistakes - Why

they're mistakes and how to

avoid or fix them.  

How-Tos and simple

tutorials for common tasks. 

Did You Know? Is a great

headline for a Tip of the

Week- everybody loves to

be well-informed! 

 

Insiders- Log in to find Canva Templates for each of these post types - just customize & publish! 

Inspiring Quotes -  that

reflect your philosophy or your

way of doing business. 

Aviation Quotes - By and

about people in the industry.

Use Google or log into the

course for great sources!  

Try different photos,

backgrounds, designs and

animations.  This is probably

the easiest feature of all to

create! 

Think of twelve questions

that customers ask you

most often -  or that they

SHOULD be asking!

Answer each one as simply as

possible in a post or video. 

After you've done a few of

these, you may start getting

questions in the comments. 

This is a good thing!   You're

starting a conversation. 



Which Social Channels Should I Post To? 

Start with your current best performers. 

Visit Google

Analytics/Acquisition/Channels to see

which media sends the most visitors to

your web site. 

Here's ours.  So, we would prioritize

Facebook and LinkedIn. 

But since we're spending time and

energy creating materials, it takes very

little more incremental effort to try one

or two more!  Use the six/twelve week

testing pattern we discussed earlier to

see which channels work best for you. 

Resizing, File Types and Animation? 

PNG, JPG, or MP4 are all fine.  Canva Pro's default suggestion for social posts is .png, or you can animate

posts using MP4 following the instructions in this course.  

In our experience (with our own accounts and those of clients) animated or video files tended to get 3x the

visibility and engagement of text or image types.   That's been slowing down a bit as some of the social

channels are getting rather flooded with video, but it is still the best performer by far.  Stay tuned!  

Media & Methods & Tools



What Tools Should I Use? 

Our Insiders have access to Canva Pro, which has options for resizing graphics and a Content Planner to

schedule and publish posts  directly to  Facebook Groups and Pages, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Slack, &

Tumblr.

The whole process described in this article should take just a couple of hours to schedule twelve weeks of

posts. 

For non-Insiders, you can do this by hand, or there are other tools for scheduling and posting social media posts

(so that you don't have to do it every week!)  Tools include Buffer, MeetEdgar, HootSuite, and Sprout Social. 

Insiders receive a report from SEMRush each month, detailing their engagement and most popular posts

compared with those of their competitors.  

Measuring Success

Is your total engagement up or down this month? If it's up and adding this regular weekly feature is the only

thing you changed, then good for you!  If the answer isn't clear, let's talk in our Office Hours! 

How does your new weekly feature compare to other posts you've made in the last month?  If it's doing well,

great!  If not, try something else! 


